Entangled photon sources are crucial for quantum optics, quantum sensing and quantum communication. Semiconductor quantum dots generate on-demand entangled photon pairs via the biexciton-exciton cascade. However, the pair of photons are emitted isotropically in all directions, thus limiting the collection efficiency to a fraction of a percent. Moreover, strain and structural asymmetry in quantum dots lift the degeneracy of the intermediate exciton states in the cascade, thus degrading the measured entanglement fidelity. Here, we propose an approach for generating a pair of entangled photons from a semiconductor quantum dot by application of a quadrupole electrostatic potential. We show that the quadrupole electric field corrects for the spatial asymmetry of the excitonic wavefunction for any quantum dot dipole orientation and fully erases the fine-structure splitting without compromising the spatial overlap between electrons and holes. Our approach is compatible with nanophotonic structures such as microcavities and nanowires, thus paving the way towards a deterministic source of entangled photons with high fidelity and collection efficiency.
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Quantum dots generate polarization entangled photons on-demand via the biexcitonexciton cascade [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, an energy splitting of the intermediate exciton states, known as the fine structure splitting (FSS), introduces a which-path information within the biexciton-exciton cascade and reduces the measured polarization entanglement 5, 6 . This energy splitting can be caused by an asymmetric quantum dot shape 7,8 , piezoelectric field 9 , stress 10 and inhomogeneous alloying 11 , which reduces the symmetry of the excitonic confinement potential.
Several quantum dot growth techniques have been developed [12] [13] [14] to minimize the FSS, but only a limited number of quantum dots on the sample will have an FSS close to zero. Therefore, post-growth perturbation techniques are introduced to further reduce the FSS such as application of electric fields 15 , strain fields 16 , magnetic fields 17, 18 , annealing 19 and by a combination of strain and an electric field 4, 20 . Using strain was shown to be the most versatile approach in addressing the challenge of minimizing the FSS towards zero 21, 22 . However, such post-growth tuning techniques have not been implemented on quantum dots in photonic nanostructures such as nanowires 23, 24 or micropillar cavities 25 for enhanced photon collection efficiency with near-unity single mode fiber coupling 26 .
In this letter, we propose to remove the FSS by applying a quadrupole electric field to a single quantum dot while maintaining a high light extraction efficiency. A schematic view of the device design is shown in Fig. 1 (a) with four gates positioned around a single quantum dot in a tapered nanowire. The tapered nanowire geometry allows for a high light extraction efficiency, whereas the four gates surrounding the quantum dot removes the FSS by an applied quadrupole electric field. Using this quadrupole electric field we show that the FSS can be removed for any in-plane quantum dot dipole orientation without compromising the electron-hole (e-h) overlap. Maintaining this strong e-h overlap in a quadrupole field is in stark contrast to previous electric field implementations to remove the FSS. In previous works, application of a lateral electric field resulted in the reduction of e-h overlap and a lower brightness of the quantum dot [27] [28] [29] [30] . Finally, we emphasize that the quantum dot dipole orientation should be aligned with the applied lateral field to ensure zero FSS, whereas for the quadrupole field that we propose we show that this is not necessary.
To exhibit the high light extraction efficiency of our proposed device architecture, we show the calculated far-field emission profile in Fig. 1(b) . This emission profile fits to a 2D Gaussian with near-unity overlap (R 2 = 99.6), thus demonstrating that the far field emission profile is not altered by the gates. The calculated light extraction efficiency for the gated nanowire quantum dot presented here is 35 %, which can be tailored towards unity by optimizing the device architecture including the nanowire shape, removing the dielectric and integrating a gold mirror at the nanowire base 31, 32 .
We now present the underlying theory for calculating the FSS. The breaking of the quantum dot spatial symmetry causes the coupling of electrons and holes via the electron-hole exchange interaction, resulting in two bright excitonic states being split in energy by FSS. The electron-hole exchange interaction is comprised of both short-range and long-range terms in real space 5 . The FSS is mainly determined by the long-range exchange interaction term (δ), which is a function of the quantum dot shape and symmetry (ξ). The FSS can be estimated in terms of the relevant material properties, wavefunctions and quantum dot geometry 33 by
where
is a constant and is dependent on the quantum dot material properties where E p and E b g are the conduction-valence band interaction energy and bulk energy gap, respectively, and m 0 is the free electron mass; β is the e-h wavefunction overlap (β = | Ψ h |Ψ e | 2 ) where Ψ e and Ψ h are ground state electron and heavy hole wavefunctions; ξ = l eh y l eh x characterizes the hybridized wavefunction elongation 34 ; and the length parameters l eh x,y are the spatial extents of the hybridized e-h wavefunction (Ψ eh = Ψ h .Ψ e ) along the x-and y-axis of the quantum dot; and γ z is the parameter for z confinement.
For a quantum dot where the height is much less than its diameter (i.e., d z << d x,y ), the parameter for z confinement (γ z ) equals one, which simplifies Eq. (1) to
This analytical expression implies that there are two main strategies to minimize the FSS.
The first is to reduce β towards zero and the second is to tune ξ to one. However, reducing β will affect the quantum dot brightness since it minimizes the recombination probability of the bright exciton state 28 . Hence, the favorable strategy involves the tuning of ξ without compromising the e-h overlap, β. We calculate the FSS for a GaAs quantum dot with dot diameter of 30 nm and dot height of 8 nm. The dot is embedded in an Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As nanowire shell (thickness of 110 nm), which is surrounded by an Al 2 O 3 dielectric layer (thickness of 150 nm). Finally, four gold electrical contacts (width of 200 nm) are defined in the plane of the quantum dot on the substrate to apply a quadrupole electric potential. Refer to Fig.1(a) for a schematic view of the proposed device architecture.
To demonstrate that the proposed device allows for the correction of FSS without compromising the quantum dot brightness, we have performed a numerical simulation using nextnano 35 to solve the two-dimensional Schrödinger-Poisson equation self-consistently using an effective mass approximation. In our calculations we assume the ground state to be pure heavy hole. This assumption is in-line with previous theoretical and experimental results 36, 37 where the ground state is dominantly heavy hole. Ignoring the third dimension is justified for strong confinement (γ z = 1), where the dot height is much less than its diameter (i.e., d z << d x,y ). In our simple model, we only consider the geometric quantum dot asymmetry as this is typically the dominant source of FSS 38 . Thus, we have modified the quantum dot shape from a circle to an ellipse with 7% elongation along the major axis (i.e., L x /L y = 1.07). The ground state electron and heavy hole wavefunctions are then computed from the solution of the two-dimensional Schrödinger-Poisson equation from which we calculate the hybridized e-h wavefunction. Using equation 2, we then calculate the FSS. For this quantum dot elongation of 7%, the calculated FSS is 11 µeV, which is typical for quantum dots. Fig. 2(a) and (e) show a schematic view of the applied quadrupole electric potential for two different configurations. Configuration 2(a) corresponds to a positive potential applied to the top and bottom gates, and a negative potential with the same magnitude applied to the left and right gates, while it's the opposite for configuration 2(e). Here, the solid blue and dashed red ellipses represent the single particle wavefunctions of the electron and hole, respectively, under the applied electric potential. The potential profile is plotted for these two configurations from the solution of the Schrödinger-Poisson equation in Fig. 2(b) and (f). The black circles represent the GaAs quantum dot (smallest circle at center), Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As nanowire (middle circle), and the Al 2 O 3 dielectric shell (largest circle). The contour plot of the electric potential shows that it is zero inside of the quantum dot, which is essential for maintaining strong e-h overlap of the bright exciton state. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show the 2D probability densities of the ground state electron (|Ψ e | 2 ) and heavy hole (|Ψ h | 2 ), respectively, for the applied potential configuration from Fig. 2(a) . These plots have been fit with 2D Gaussian functions to extract the standard deviations along their major (σ x ) and minor (σ y ) axes, and to obtain the single particle wavefunction elongation factor, = σ x /σ y . We find that the hole wavefunction is stretched along the xaxis ( = 1.17) and is perturbed much more than the electron wavefunction which is slightly stretched along the y-axis ( = 0.96). In contrast, Fig. 2(g) and (h) show the 2D probability densities of the electron and hole, respectively, for the applied potential configuration from Fig. 2(e) . These plots show an opposite trend to those in Fig. 2(c) and (d): |Ψ h | 2 is now spread along the y-axis ( = 0.90) instead of the x-axis and |Ψ e | 2 is spread along the x-axis ( = 1.06) instead of the y-axis. The higher perturbation of the heavy hole wavefunction is expected since heavy holes are much more localized than electrons due to their larger effective mass.
In Fig. 3(a) we plot the the calculated FSS as a function of the quadrupole potential (V), whereby a negative quadrupole potential of -0.5 V represents the configuration from Fig.  2(a) and a positive quadrupole potential of +0.7 V represents the configuration from Fig.  2(e) . The trend demonstrates that the FSS can be tuned to zero by applying a quadrupole potential. Fig. 3(b) shows the calculated e-h overlap as a function of the quadrupole potential. Remarkably, the quadrupole field maintains near-unity e-h overlap, with a value above 99 % over the entire range of the applied field, thus conserving the quantum dot brightness. This desirable feature is in stark contrast to previous work where an applied lateral field was used and the e-h overlap had to be drastically reduced to remove the FSS [27] [28] [29] [30] .
To directly compare the two approaches (quadrupole and lateral electric field), we modeled the device under an applied lateral field with a positive potential on the left gate while keeping all other gates at zero potential ( Fig. 4(a) ). In this case, the FSS can be corrected for by applying V = 0.225 V, but the e-h overlap is reduced to 74 % at this potential ( Fig.  4(b) ), thus compromising the quantum dot emission brightness. We re-emphasize that in the case of the lateral electric field the gates must be aligned along the quantum dot dipole orientation, otherwise the FSS cannot be removed.
The device architecture that we have modeled represents an ideal case where the four electrical gates are perfectly aligned along the quantum dot dipole orientation. In practical devices; however, the quantum dot asymmetric axis is randomly oriented from dot to dot. Moreover, there is also the challenge of fabricating the device with the required precision. In such cases, the quantum dot asymmetry will be misaligned with respect to the electrical gates. To model this misalignment for the quadrupole field, we have simulated two additional dipole orientations with the quantum dot major axis oriented at an angle of θ = 10 • and θ = 20 • with respect to the gates along the x-axis ( Fig. 5(a) ). Fig. 5(b) shows the calculated FSS as a function of quadrupole potential for θ = 0 • , 10 • and 20 • . The minimum of the FSS is obtained for an applied quadrupole potential of V = 0.5 V (for θ = 10 0 , 20 0 ). It is clear that there exists a non-zero minimum bound to the FSS for θ = 10 • and θ = 20 • , whereas the FSS can reach zero for θ = 0 • (perfect alignment of the quantum dot dipole orientation to the gates).
To reduce the minimum bound of the FSS further when the quantum dot dipole orientation is not aligned with the electrical gates (θ = 20 0 ), we modify the applied quadrupole potential by increasing the potential on the right gate by V RL and decreasing the potential on the bottom gate by V T B . The calculated FSS is plotted as a function of V RL and V T B in Fig. 5(c) . In Fig. 5(d) The e-h overlap is also plotted as a function of V RL and V T B in Fig. 5(e ). An overlap of 90% is obtained for the modified quadrupole potential near-zero FSS. This high e-h overlap with close to zero FSS is desired for a high-efficiency entangled photon source with near-unity fidelity.
Our approach to erase the FSS with a quadrupole field is also promising for building a quantum repeater 39 . The key ingredients for building a quantum repeater is a tunable source of entangled photons with near-unity efficiency, fidelity and indistinguishability. We envision that the quantum dot emission wavelength can be tuned for entanglement swapping by adding an additional back-gate. This same back gate can also be used to control the electrostatic environment of the quantum dot for achieving near-unity indistinguishability 40 . Finally, electric-field based devices have a potential advantage over strain-based devices as only a few volts are needed to remove the FSS. In contrast, for typical strain-based devices an external power source with hundreds of volts is required 22 .
In summary, we showed that an applied quadrupole field to a single quantum dot in a photonic nanowire results in zero FSS without compromising the quantum dot brightness. With our approach we envision high-efficiency entangled photon sources with near-unity fidelity are within reach. Such sources are the missing building block of quantum networks and can also be used as a new source in quantum communication, quantum sensing, quantum optics and integrated quantum optics on a chip. We would like to thank Stefan Birner for the help with nextnano and Andreas Fognini for scientific discussions. This research was undertaken thanks in part to funding from the Canada First Research Excellence Fund, NSERC and Industry Canada.
